
TECHNOLOGICAL 
PROGRESS



make the program work
old-fashioned

extremely modern and 
advanced

person who loves acquiring all 
the new technology

an expert computer user

put a new program onto 
your computer

to make a copy of files in case of a computer 
problem

involving or causing a complete 
or dramatic change

having a profound knowledge of technology and 
oriented on operating technology in life 

Launch a program outdated
cutting-edge

A techie

A computer buff

revolutionary

Technologically minded

Back up a file

an important development 
in technology that may lead 
to an achievement

Technological breakthrough

Install software

Let’s paraphrase



•How often do you use Internet?

•Do you enjoy using technology?

•Do you use the Internet for your studies/work?

•Is it good to have a robot at home?

•Would you want to take a car where a robot is the driver?

•Do you use any gadgets on a daily basis?

•Has the Internet made your job/studies easier?

As far as I am concerned,
I am convinced that
If I  had to choose 
I have never thought about that before, 
Let me think
Oh, that’s a tough one, let me think 



These two pictures/situations are similar because/in that…
One similarity between these two pictures/situations is that…

Another similarity might be that…
One thing that these two pictures/situations have in common 

is that…
The most obvious similarity is that…

One of the most obvious differences (between these two pictures) is 
that…

Another difference is that…
What makes these two situations (so/completely) different is…

While the first picture …, the second one…
The first picture… whereas the second one…

is not (nearly/ quite) as… as…



…seem(s)… 
I imagine… 
Obviously\clearly… 
Probably… 
…might/ may/ maybe/ perhaps… 
I’m not sure exactly but… 
…appear(s)… 
I reckon…/ I suppose…
I’m fairly sure…
I get the impression that… 
My initial impression is… 
…could (possibly)…
I’m pretty confident that…
I expect…
I know for sure that…
It’s highly (un)likely that
I can be mistaken but I think …

(1 min)

Candidate B, which of these things could 
society more easily do without? (30 sec)



• Send an attachment
• Instant messaging 
• Transfer money instantly
• Get help at the push of a 

button
• Check in on relatives
• Home security 
• Food delivery 
• keep up with the news
• Stay updated up to the 

minute
• dizzyingly wide range of 

communicative 
possibilities

• stream all entertainment 
on a smart TV

2 min




